MOPAR® FOR LIFE

The story of Mopar® began nearly 80 years ago with a focus on motor parts and the introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more. Today, as the official service, parts and customer care provider for FCA brand vehicles, we walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours. It’s why our team is comprised of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best, armed with leading-edge diagnostic technology no one else can match. And it’s why we’ve created unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar® Vehicle Protection® plans to offer convenience and peace of mind. In short, we are not only here to service cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs — we are here to service people’s lives. It’s this commitment that fuels who we are. It’s our promise to you that you can count on Mopar® for life.
GO FOR IT, YOU’VE EARNED YOUR STRIPES

A. T/A HOOD. It’s a classic throwback designed to move you forward. The hood with functional integrated scoop is designed to replace the production hood and adds a touch of racing heritage to your Challenger or V-8-powered Charger. Turn heads as you cruise down the road — choose Matte Black and hood comes in a painted finish — but you can paint it for your own customized statement (82214313AB).

HOOD VENTING SYSTEM. Works in powerful collaboration with the T/A hood (82214313AB) directing air into the engine system for a decided boost in propulsion, and to make Challenger even more formidable. Two versions of the system are available. The system shown left is for 2011 – 2015 model-year vehicles equipped with Cold Air Intake Kit (2) 77072361. The system shown right is for 2009 – 2015 model-year vehicles equipped with Cold Air Intake Kit (2) 77070044AC. Each variation of the system includes hood scoop bezels, venting components and fasteners, requires a Cold Air Intake Kit (sold separately) and is available for 5.7L engines only.

B. FOG LIGHTS. Designed to undercut inclement weather and minimize glare. Lights are integrated into fascia openings and include production lights and switch (82214426).

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers and vehicle application.

C. BUMBLE BEE STRIPE (see retailer for vehicle application)

D. WIDE CENTRE RACING STRIPE (Also shown at left). (See retailer for vehicle application)

E. ROCKER STRIPE (82214484 – Black | 82214487 – White)

F. C-STRIPES (82214486)

G. SRT® HELLCAT GRAPHIC (82214963)

GRAPHIC ACCENTS. Mopar offers a variety of decal graphics to personalize your Challenger and express your individuality. These graphics are designed and tested for your vehicle and made of fade- and weather-resistant 3M™ vinyl, including a layer of laminate to protect the graphic and your vehicle. A variety of designs are available for the bodyside, roof, hood and deck lid.

BUMPERS:

A. T/A HOOD

B. FOG LIGHTS

C. BUMBLE BEE STRIPE

D. WIDE CENTRE RACING STRIPE

E. ROCKER STRIPE

F. C-STRIPES

G. SRT® HELLCAT GRAPHIC

See retailer for vehicle application.
MOPAR® WINDOW DECAL.
Even the smallest details make a big impact. This Mopar logo decal is applied on the interior side of the window for a touch of unassuming style.

CHROME FUEL FILLER DOOR.
Give your vehicle a sporty look. Fuel Filler Door features easy, no-drill installation, smooth door operation and the Mopar® logo.

MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.
Give your Challenger premium protection against unwelcome road debris while adding some straight-on style.

FULL VEHICLE COVER.
Help protect your Challenger’s finish from UV rays, dirt and other pollutants with this moulded, weather-resistant Flame-Bug cover. Covered cover is available featuring the Shaker, Challenger or SRT Hellcat logo, double-stitched seams and elasticized bottom edges at front and rear.

ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT.
A valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves.

CARGO TOTE.
This collapsible, easy-to-clean tote features a roll-up mesh bottom and divided storage compartments. Tote also features the Dodge Brand logo.

DEDICATED TO DETAILS

REAR SPOILER WITH BACK-UP CAMERA.
Spoiler provides good looks and added security when backing up. Can be painted to match body colour (as shown).

CHROMED BUMPER GUARD.
Give your vehicle a sporty look. Bumper Guard features easy, no-drill installation and the Mopar® logo.

DODGE BRAND LOGO.

CHALLENGER LOGO.

SRT LOGO.

SRT HELLCAT LOGO.

LICENCE PLATE FRAMES.
Make it official. Put your Dodge Brand pride front and centre, and at the back end too. Formed from stainless steel and tested for long-lasting durability, frames are available in Black with Polished finish, with or without the Dodge, Challenger, SRT or SRT Hellcat logo. 82212434 - Dodge Black | 82212406 - Dodge Black | 82214922 - Challenger Satin Black | 82214923 - Challenger Polished | 82214921 - SRT Satin Black | 82214920 - SRT Polished | 82215525 - SRT Hellcat Satin Black | 82215526 - SRT Hellcat Polished

MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS.
Give your Challenger premium protection against unwelcome road debris while adding some straight-on style. 82214815AB - SRT Hellcat Logo

FULL VEHICLE COVER.
Help protect your Challenger’s finish from UV rays, dirt and other pollutants with this moulded, weather-resistant Flame-Bug cover. Covered cover is available featuring the Shaker, Challenger or SRT Hellcat logo, double-stitched seams and elasticized bottom edges at front and rear. 82213499 - Challenger Logo | 82214815AB - SRT Hellcat Logo

ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT.
A valuable asset in a roadside emergency. Kit includes safety flashlight, fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle, flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee cords and gloves. 82213499

CARGO TOTE.
This collapsible, easy-to-clean tote features a roll-up mesh bottom and divided storage compartments. Tote also features the Dodge Brand logo. 82214815AB

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

* Always look before proceeding; electronic drive aid is not a substitute for conscientious driving. Always be aware of your surroundings. (2) Properly secure all cargo.

Dedicated to details.
A. HOOD PIN KIT. This authentic touch gives you instant street cred — and gives your Challenger a distinctive muscle-car appearance. Constructed of no-scratch PVC-coated lanyards and clips of marine-grade stainless steel, with Black or Chrome hood pin plates that feature the Mopar® identity. (82214260AB – Black | 82214557AB – Chrome)

B. PISTOL GRIP SHIFT HANDLE. (1) Add some throwback to your get-up-and-go with this secure, stylish and totally authoritative Pistol Grip Shift Handle. Shifter features the Mopar logo; for manual transmissions only. (82213391A)

C. DOOR SILL GUARDS. Brushed stainless steel guards feature the Challenger logo and enhance the appearance of your vehicle while protecting your door sills from scratches. (82213744)

D. BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provides contrast to the performance look, as well as plenty of positive traction. No drilling required. (82213944AB)

E. BLACK CHROME GRILLE SURROUND. Give your Challenger’s front end a unique and custom look. This custom Black Chrome Grille Surround enhances your vehicle’s aesthetic appeal, providing greater contrast and enhancing the appearance of depth and design texture. (82214570AB)

F. VEHICLE SHOWN WITH WIDE CENTRE RACING STRIPE GRAPHIC IN BLACK AND 20-INCH BLACK ENVY WHEELS WITH POLISHED ACCENTS. Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

* Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.
PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT. Mat is constructed of a durable Berber carpet to look good while helping to protect the cargo area from wear, soil and stains. Rubber backing helps keep it in place, and displays a Dodge Brand or SRT® embroidered logo.

BERBER CARPET CARGO MATS. Mats are constructed of a durable Berber carpet to look good while helping to protect the cargo area from wear, soil and stains. Rubber backing helps keep them in place, and display Dodge Brand or SRT embroidered logos.

KICKER® SOUND SYSTEMS. KICKER® is the world’s premier high-performance car audio manufacturer. KICKER speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for your Challenger, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, KICKER parts install easily, bolt them in and then plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required.

KATZKIN® LEATHER INTERIORS. Mopar has partnered with Katzkin® to create unique leather interior options. Katzkin offers a full line of leather-trimmed interiors that are handcrafted and professionally designed for all Dodge Brand vehicles. Select from a wide array of options to match your style. It’s your car, make it your interior with Katzkin. Ask your retailer for more information.

ALL-WEATHER MATS. These heavy-duty mats feature deep grooves that help prevent water, snow and mud from spilling onto the carpet. Front mats include the Dodge Brand logo. Sold as a set of four. [82212545 – RWD]

KICKER® high-performance audio systems feature easy installation. Simply bolt in the parts and plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required.

RESIST THE ORDINARY
PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT.

Mats are constructed of a durable Berber carpet to look good while helping to protect the cargo area from wear, soil and stains. Rubber backing helps keep it in place, and displays a Dodge Brand or SRT® embroidered logo.

RESIST THE ORDINARY
KICKER® high-performance audio systems feature easy installation. Simply bolt in the parts and plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required.

KICKER® high-performance audio systems feature easy installation. Simply bolt in the parts and plug them in. No cutting or soldering is required.

All part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.
SCAT PACK 1 PERFORMANCE UPGRADE KIT.

Take your Challenger from envy on the street to a menace on the track in three steps. Step 1 in making it happen is the Scat Pack 1 Performance Upgrade Kit, which provides an increase in horsepower and torque through two modifications: a Mopar Cold Air Intake Kit (1) to increase airflow to the 5.7L engine and a performance-calibrated, 5.7L HEMI® optimized Engine Controller.

With all three Scat Pack Kits you really can have it all – all modifications included amp up your vehicle’s presence and performance without violating your vehicle’s factory-backed warranty. (F5183841)

BIG BRAKE KIT. (1)

This Big Brake Kit adds sharp street presence, decreases stopping distance and reduces brake fade. Kit includes larger Front Calipers (2-piston x 45mm) and Pads, larger Rotors (14.6”), Brake Hoses, Dust Shields and mounting hardware. [P5160035AB]

LOWERING SPRINGS KIT. (1)

Embrace your inner street driver and raise your pulse by lowering your suspension. This kit delivers a measurable drop and cuts body roll for crisp handling, tight cornering and faster response. Four coil springs are included. [P5155436]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

(1) Mopar Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.

To make your Challenger even more distinctive and aggressive on and off the street, check out the Shaker Hood Package and custom wheels. Whatever your style, you can be sure your Challenger will be tough, as well as fast.

TOUGHEN UP WITH MOPAR. PERFORMANCE PARTS

Dodge Challenger. It’s a name that carries a legacy of power, performance and customization. The name takes you back to the birth of the muscle car era, when you didn’t show up unless your car was tricked out with parts, stripes and a Scat Pack sticker on the quarter-glass. Today, Mopar offers a line of exclusive performance parts for Dodge Challenger. The lineup ranges from a Shaker Hood Package to custom wheels machined to Challenger's exact specifications to unique performance badging. Regardless of which performance or appearance enhancements you choose for your Challenger, you can rest assured you’ll be bringing a new set of bragging rights to the table.

SHAKER HOOD PACKAGE. (1)

This custom hood with scoops adds an aggressive look to your Challenger. The scoop inserts are designed to improve air flow to the engine. [P5183841]

LOWERING SPRINGS KIT. (1)

Lower your Challenger 1.5” with these high-performance spring kits. They are designed to improve handling and performance for a sportier ride. [P5155436]

PAD AND ROTOR UPGRADE KIT. (1)

Keep your Challenger’s performance in check with these upgraded pads and rotors. Staked Rotors prevent warping and increase brake life, while Premium Ceramic pads provide better response. [P5160048]

ANTI-SWAY BARS. (1)

For those who’d rather leave the rock and roll to the stereo, these bars help resist body roll motion. With less side-to-side lean in turns, they will help you enjoy better handling and control on the road. (F5183841)

RACING BRAKE KIT. (1)

This kit includes larger Front Calipers (2-piston x 45mm) and Pads, larger Rotors (14.6”), Brake Hoses, Dust Shields and mounting hardware. [P5160035AB]
MINED FROM THE ARCHIVES

SHAKER HOOD PACKAGE — EXCLUSIVELY FOR HEMI® V8-POWERED 2011 – 2016 CHALLENGER.

If you own a 2011 – 2016 Challenger equipped with a legendary HEMI V8 engine, we have a package combo that will hit you right in the sweet spot. Not only does it rev up your horsepower, it also adds another iconic name to your ride — Shaker. This double package starts with a full SHAKER HOOD KIT [82214312AB] that comes with an e-coated aluminum hood, trim ring, Shaker underhood decal and windshield washer hose assembly. Combine that with the SHAKER HOOD INDUCTION SYSTEM [82214479 – 5.7L | 82214586AB – 6.4L] that comes complete with a Shaker hood scoop and emblems, baseplate and hardware, air intake, and low-restriction conical air filter. The bottom line? This package takes your Challenger to the next level of performance and personalization.

CAMSHAFT WITH PHASE LIMITER.

Get more out of your Challenger with this performance accessory. Camshaft is designed to increase engine power and performance while maintaining reliability and idle quality. Includes camshaft, front seal and camshaft lube. [P5160018]

PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION KIT. (1)

This premium Suspension Kit features exclusive, new stainless steel INOX technology. The thread design and stainless spring perch allow for easy adjustment of your vehicle’s height according to your exact specifications, and ensure that it’s a smooth ride, even after years of the strongest weather influences. [P5155942]

SRT® SUSPENSION KIT. (1)

Designed specifically for SRT® vehicles, this kit boosts your performance vehicle into a next level. Kit includes shocks, springs and isolators, which together help improve control and handling, and ensure a smooth ride. [P5155435AD]

STRUT TOWER BRACE. (1)

Give your vehicle improved handling and under-the-hood style with this Shaker Tower Brace. This impressive two-piece upgrade attaches to your vehicle’s wheelhouse brace and strut towers to minimize flex during hard cornering and braking. Includes mounting hardware. [P5160082 – Shaker-equipped vehicles | P5155950 – Non-Shaker vehicles]

PORTED CYLINDER HEADS.

Who says less is more? Ported Cylinder Heads modify intake and exhaust ports to increase directed airflow to the engine. More airflow means more power and output for your Challenger, and even more fun for you. [P5160027]

REAR STRUT TOWER BRACE. (1)

Improve your Challenger’s handling and responsiveness while reducing chassis flex. The Rear Strut Tower Brace is true performance you can feel. Powder-coated Grey and features the Mopar® logo. [P5155951AB]

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

MINED FROM THE ARCHIVES
PROFICIENT IN POWER

ENGINE COVER. This HEMI® Engine Cover in HEMI Orange colour lets you display in a not-so-subtle way that, “Yeah, it’s got a HEMI engine.” Only available for the 5.7L HEMI V8 engine. Check provincial and local restrictions on installation and use. Also available in Carbon Fibre design. [82212224 – Orange | 82212222 – Carbon Fibre]

POWERTRAIN CONTROL MODULE. This performance calibrated control module manages the complete fuel and spark curve of your engine. Engine controller is pre-programmed for the 5.7-litre HEMI engine. See retailer for vehicle application (P5160100).

PERFORMANCE BADGE. Fly your true colours with this quality emblem. This small mark speaks volumes about where your allegiance lies. Design features racing-inspired design and Mopar® logo. (10704046).

COLD AIR INTAKE KIT. This kit helps provide horsepower and torque gains under varying atmospheric conditions. With an aggressive sound, this intake provides performance you can hear and feel. The Cold Air Intake Kit includes all necessary mounting hardware and a filter. See retailer for vehicle application.

SHAKER COLD AIR INTAKE KIT. Swap out your vehicle’s plastic air intake tube with this powder-coated, aluminum duct featuring the Mopar® logo. Kit also includes bellows and clamps, which, along with the duct, improve the under-hood appearance of 5.7L Shaker-equipped vehicles. (77072381)

AIR INLET TUBE. The Air Intake Tube directs airflow from the headlamp opening to the engine induction system, helping to increase horsepower and reduce air induction temperature. Available for vehicles equipped with the Mopar Cold Air Intake Kit or Shaker Induction (10704046).

AIR INLET TUBE.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

Mopar® Performance Parts are sold “as is” unless otherwise noted.
TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

Electronic Vehicle Tracking System (EVTM). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also holds emergency service dispatchers in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Address/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Three Mile of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

Remote Start. Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Electronic Vehicle Tracking System (EVTM). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also holds emergency service dispatchers in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Address/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Three Mile of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

Remote Start. Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Electronic Vehicle Tracking System (EVTM). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also holds emergency service dispatchers in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Address/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Three Mile of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

Remote Start. Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Electronic Vehicle Tracking System (EVTM). It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only works 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also holds emergency service dispatchers in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Security Fence, Address/Departure Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Three Mile of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered. [82213762AC]

Remote Start. Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.

Remote Start (Not shown). Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system. [82215098]

Additional Accessories: Engine Block Heater, Indoor Vehicle Dust Cover, Master Shield ™ Vents for Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailer Accessories.